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Not all mods in Skyrim are good, and just like the game itself, not all good
mods are good. Some mods have horrendous performance, some disappear

into your game, or may crash the game, and some may just be plain ugly. This
isn't a rule, nor is it a god, but many users have certain preferences. Before
installing, be sure to read their download threads or look at other peoples
comments. You can also try to give a few trials before deciding to buy the

mod; it is a game after all. Here's a few mods I would recommend you at least
try before deciding to buy or not. Garbage : A simple mod, but a damn handy
mod to have. It makes running Skyrim a lot smoother and your games load

time much less. It took me 3 hours (real time) to load the first time I started a
new game, but once I added Garbage it took me 15 minutes, maybe less.

LODFix : Not only does LODFix fix all the issues with the textures and models
in various places in the game, it also looks amazing. It also fixes the lags and

stutters common in the game. If youre just getting into Skyrim, I highly
recommend adding it. The Dark Brotherhood : This, like the Garbage mod

above, is one you simply have to try. It adds the Dark Brotherhood questline
to the game. Though its not exactly a very big addition to the game, some of
the quests are really awesome and some just can't be missed. Some of the

most important weapons and armour required for the Dark Brotherhood
questline can be found only by hand through the hinterlands of Skyrim. This

adds more of a challenge than a streamlined questline, but it is definitely
worth it.
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